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ABSTRACT: The health risk associated with high cholesterol
levels in the human body has motivated intensive eﬀorts to
lower them by using specialized drugs. However, little research
has been reported on utilizing nanomaterials to extract extra
cholesterol from living tissues. Graphene possesses great
potential for cholesterol extraction from cell membranes due
to its distinct porous structure and outstanding surface
adhesion. Here we employ dissipative dynamic simulations
to explore pathways for cholesterol extraction from a cell
membrane by a sheet of graphene using a coarse-grained
graphene nanosheets (CGGN) model. We ﬁrst demonstrate
that the self-assembly process among a single layer of graphene and a group of randomly distributed cholesterol molecules in the
aqueous environment, which provides a ﬁrm foundation for graphene−cholesterol interactions and the dynamic cholesterol
extraction process from the cell membrane. Simulations results show that graphene is capable of removing cholesterol molecules
from the bilayer membrane. The interaction between graphene and cholesterol molecules plays an important role in determining
the amount of extracted cholesterol molecules from the cell membrane. Our ﬁndings open up a promising avenue to exploit the
capability of graphene for biomedical applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cholesterol is an abundant lipid component of mammalian cell
membranes which plays an important role in maintaining the
physical and mechanical properties of the membrane.1−3 For
example, it modulates the activities of membrane associated
proteins, such as the function of G-protein-coupled receptor,4
and the kinetics of current activation in voltage-gated chloride
channel CIC-2.5 It has been shown that high cholesterol level
results in a decrease of membrane ﬂuidity, and these changes
are associated with a reduction in membrane permeability, a
distortion of the cell contour, decreased ﬁlterability, and a
shortening of the survival of cells. Therefore, there is a critical
need for developing useful techniques to extract extra
cholesterol from cell membranes.
Via the incorporation of cholesterol into the cellular
membrane and conversion of the cholesterol into coprostanol,
probiotics have enjoyed signiﬁcant popularity in cholesterol
extraction.6 It has been revealed that the cyclodextrin can also
cause loss of cholesterol, loss of cell viability, and altered cell
morphology in bovine pulmonary artery endothelial cells.7
Recent years have also witnessed the explosive growth of
interests in investigating functionalized nanomaterials to reduce
the health risks associated with high cholesterol concentration.
By incorporating tryptophan and phenylalanine groups,
synthesized nanosized particles with large surface areas have
been utilized as suitable carriers for the adsorption of
cholesterol molecules via hydrophobic interactions.8 Hydrophobic carbon nanotubes have also been demonstrated to
extract cholesterol lodgment from membrane and protein
surfaces.9 However, investigation of cholesterol extraction by
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two-dimensional nanomaterials such as graphene is still lacking
and is worthy of exploration. Graphene, thanks to its high
speciﬁc surface area and exceptional physicochemical properties,10−15 shows great promise for cellular applications. The
antibacterial materials graphene and graphene oxide nanosheets
have shown the capability to induce the degradation of the
inner and outer cell membrane of Escherichia coli and
subsequently reduce the bacteria’s viability. Graphene microsheets can enter cells through spontaneous membrane
penetration at edge asperities and corner sites.16 Graphyne
with irregular morphology has shown intense adhesive strength
to attract cholesterol molecules from the protein cluster
appearing in the endothelium.17 To demonstrate our idea of
extracting cholesterol molecules from the cell membrane via
graphene sheets, here we perform dissipative particle dynamics
simulations to investigate its fundamental mechanisms. We will
begin our study with the investigation of the self-assembly of
cholesterol molecules on the surface of graphene. Then we will
discuss the eﬃciency of cholesterol extraction from the cell
membrane by tuning the binding strength between cholesterol
and graphene and the evolution of interaction energy between
them. Finally, we will conclude our ﬁndings with the potential
impact of this proposed cholesterol extraction technique on the
medical applications.
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24.32 ps. The time step is taken as Δt = 0.01τ. All simulations
are performed using LAMMPS.28
The dimension of the simulation box is Vbox = 40rc × 40rc ×
70rc. The system contains a total of 327 174 particles, 302 214
water beads, and 24 960 lipid, cholesterol, and graphene beads,
with a particle density of approximately 3.29 The solvent beads
are not shown for clarity. The simulation system consists of the
bilayer membrane with 1600 lipid molecules (50% receptors
that built into the cell membrane; receptors response to cell
signals by receiving or binding to extracellular molecules), 400
cholesterol molecules, and coarse-grained graphene nanosheets
(960 interconnected hydrophobic beads). As shown in Figure
1, the lipid molecule is represented by a coarse-grained model

2. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL AND METHODOLOGY
Simulations are based on dissipative particle dynamics (DPD),
a mesoscopic coarse-grained simulation method for soft matters
and biomembrane systems.18,19 In DPD simulation, a group of
atoms is treated as a single bead located at the center of mass of
the group. Beads i and j interact with each other via pairwise
forces which consist of a conservative force FCij representing
excluded volume eﬀect, a dissipative force FDij representing
viscous drag between moving beads, and a random force FRij
representing stochastic impulse. Both FDij and FRij act together as
a thermostat for the beads. Similar to molecular dynamics
simulation, time evolution is governed by Newton’s equations
of motion. The total force on bead i can be expressed as
Fi =

∑ (FijC + FijD + FijR )
i≠j

=

∑ (aijω(rij)riĵ − γω2(rij)(riĵ vij)riĵ + σω(rij)ζijΔt −1/2riĵ )
i≠j

where aij is the maximum repulsive force. The entire
composition of the interaction parameters is established from
the literature20−24 with empirical values summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Soft-Repulsive Interaction Parameters aij between
Lipid Molecules (L), Receptor Molecules (R), Cholesterol
Molecules (C), and CGGN (G)
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the dissipative particle dynamics
model. (a) Coarse-grained model of lipid molecule. (b) Coarsegrained model of receptor molecule. (c) Coarse-grained model of
cholesterol molecule. (d) Coarse-grained graphene nanosheets
(CGGN). (e) System model. In the following ﬁgures, unless otherwise
stated, the lipid tails are shown in blue while the lipid heads are shown
in green. The receptor tails are shown in blue while the receptor heads
are shown in purple. The cholesterol tails are shown in light blue while
the cholesterol heads are shown in yellow. The graphene is shown in
red. For clarity, the water outside the vesicle is not shown in all ﬁgures.

The term rij represents the distance, r̂ij the unit vector, and vij
the relative velocity between beads i and j; ζij denotes a random
number with zero mean and unit variance, and
rij
⎧
⎪1 − , rij < rc
rc
ω(rij) = ⎨
⎪ 0,
rij > rc
⎩
is a normalized distribution function, rc being the cutoﬀ radius;
γ and σ are parameters related to each other as σ2 = 2γkBT, kBT
being the unit of energy. The standard values σ = 3.0 and γ =
4.5 are used in our study.25 The mass, length, and time scales
are all normalized in the DPD simulations, with the unit of
length taken to be the cutoﬀ radius rc, the unit of mass to be
that of the solvent beads, and the unit of energy to be kBT. All
other quantities are expressed in terms of these basic units. The
reduced DPD units can be converted to SI units by examining
the membrane thickness and the lipid diﬀusion coeﬃcient. The
simulated value of bilayer thickness is 5rc, and the eﬀective time
scale of simulation can be determined from the simulated
lateral diﬀusion constants of lipid bilayer.26 The DPD bilayer
thickness is about 4 nm with a diﬀusion coeﬃcient around 5
μm2 s−1;27 by comparison with typical experimental values, it
can be shown that one DPD length unit corresponds to
approximately 0.8 nm in physical units and the time unit to τ =

with 3 hydrophilic head beads and 10 hydrophobic tail beads.21
The cholesterol molecule is represented by a coarse-grained
model with 1 hydrophilic head bead and 7 hydrophobic tail
beads.24 Coarse-grained graphene nanosheets (CGGN) is
formed by grouping six carbon atoms together with bond
stretch and angle bend restraints considered. During the
simulation setup, all cholesterol molecules are randomly
distributed in the cell membrane formed by the lipid molecules.
Within a lipid molecule, cholesterol molecule, and CGGN, an
elastic harmonic force

⎛
rij ⎞
FijS = ks⎜1 − ⎟riĵ
rs ⎠
⎝
is used to connect two consecutive beads, where ks and rs are
the spring constant and equilibrium bond length, respectively.
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Figure 2. (a)−(f) Self-assembly of graphene sheet with cholesterol in aqueous solution from a random state.

Here we use ks = 100.0, rs = 0.7rc for lipid and cholesterol
molecule24,30 and ks = 10.0, rs = 0.1 for CGGN beads.23 The
bending resistance of the lipid molecule, cholesterol molecule,
and CGGN is represented as an additional force due to a
harmonic constraint on two consecutive bonds

interaction of cholesterol are postulated to provide the driving
force for self-assembling into nanostructures. Because of
hydrophobicity, it is expected to understand the intermolecular
interaction between graphene and cholesterol molecules. A
rectangular CGGN with a size of 25rc × 16rc is introduced in
the simulation box of Vbox = (60rc)3, with 144 cholesterol
molecules. Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the selfassembly of graphene sheet and cholesterol molecules. At the
beginning of simulation, the cholesterol molecules are
randomly dispersed in the water beads and are adjusted to
prevent errant penetration into the graphene sheet. The
cholesterol molecules immediately start to agglomerate and
adsorb onto the graphene sheet surface due to the hydrophobicity of the cholesterol tail. As time goes on, graphene
sheet/cholesterol hybrid structures are accompanied by
spherical clusters purely formed by cholesterol molecules in
the simulation box. It is observed that the cluster collapses and
adheres to the surface of graphene sheet when it draws close
enough to the graphene sheet. To further clarify the adsorption
of cholesterol molecules, the time evolution of adsorption is
calculated by the radius of gyration Rg of all cholesterol
molecules31

F θ = −∇Vbend = −∇[kθ(θ − θ0)2 ]

where kθ, θ, and θ0 are the bending constant, inclination angle,
and equilibrium angle, respectively. For the lipid molecule,
three consecutive lipid tail beads or three consecutive lipid head
beads in a lipid molecule, we take kθ = 6 and θ0 = 180°; for the
last head bead and the top tail beads kθ = 3 and θ = 120°; for
the bottom two consecutive head beads and the ﬁrst bead in
each tail kθ = 4.5 and θ = 120°.25 For the cholesterol molecule,
the bond between the head bead and the ﬁrst two tail beads and
the bond between the ﬁrst four tail beads and the last tail beads,
we take kθ = 100 and θ = 60°. For the ﬁrst four tail beads, we
take kθ = 3 and θ = 90°. For the consecutive tail beads, we take
kθ = 6 and θ = 180°.24 In order to maintain the honeycomb
structure and two-dimensional properties of graphene,
harmonic bend potentials for 60° and 180° angles are applied
on the equilateral triangle geometry and the linear structure
with 3 neighboring beads, respectively. The bending constant
for CGGN is chosen as kθ = 30. It has been revealed that the
equilibrium CGGN exhibits a rectangular shape with uniform
bond length and ﬂat surface properties when the bending
constants were above 30kBT per rad2.23

Rg =

2

1
n

∑ |ri 2 − rcom 2|

(1)

where n is the number of cholesterol molecules, ri is the
position of the center of mass of the ith cholesterol molecule,
and rcom is the position of the center of mass of all cholesterol
molecules. In Figure 3, by setting the interaction between the G
beads and the T beads in the cholesterol molecule as aGCT = 15,
Rg shows a linear decreasing function in which the slope is
negative, indicating that the cholesterol molecules aggregate
and attach onto the graphene sheet. Rg with a large value

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Self-Assembly. Cholesterol is recognized as a useful
building block, which upon incorporation into polymer
provides remarkable inﬂuence on self-assembly in the aqueous
solution. The hydrophobic nature and strong self-associative
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indicates that the cholesterol molecules have a random and
sparse distribution in the system. After Rg reaches the minimum
value of 24.6, almost all the cholesterol molecules are absorbed
by the graphene sheet and form a stable structure. Simulation
results related to self-assembly process of the graphene and
cholesterol molecules suggest that the graphene can adsorb
cholesterol molecules by the hydrophobic interaction between
the graphene benzene rings (G beads) and cholesterol
hydrocarbons (T beads).
3.2. Eﬀect of Entry Orientation. Since we intend to utilize
graphene to extract cholesterols from the cell membrane, how
to install the graphene on the cell membrane becomes crucial in
order to achieve maximum extraction eﬃciency with minimum
disruption to the cell membrane. Graphene docking on the cell
membrane is positioned into two diﬀerent orientations,
horizontal and perpendicular to the cell membrane, depending
on the preference on the binding site between the graphene
sheet and cell membrane receptors. In simulations, to enhance
the probability of graphene sheet interacting with the bilayer
and to reduce the waiting time, we place the graphene sheet

Figure 3. Radius of gyration of cholesterol molecules in the aqueous
solution. (a)−(f) correspond to the snapshot in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Orientation of graphene sheet (a)−(d) vertical orientation; (e)−(h) horizontal orientation; (i) cross-section view of horizontal orientation.
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Figure 5. Representative trajectories of extraction of cholesterol from cell membrane.

close to the membrane within a perpendicular distance of rc for
all simulated orientation. As shown in Figure 4a−d, the free
graphene sheet is put vertically above the membrane.
Experiments and simulations both show that graphene
microsheets primarily enter cells through spontaneous
membrane penetration at edge asperities and corner sites.16,32
Cholesterol molecules can spontaneously adsorb to the
graphene sheet surface and are extracted from the membrane
as long as the interaction between graphene sheet and
cholesterol molecules is stronger than that between cholesterol
molecules and lipids. Accompanying the accumulation of
cholesterol molecules on the surface of the graphene sheet,
the graphene sheet slightly tilts and slowly penetrates into the
cell membrane due to the strong interaction between the
cholesterol molecules on the graphene sheet and the bilayer
hydrophobic core. However, the hydrophilic portion of
cholesterol molecules prevents the graphene sheet covered
with cholesterol molecules from being internalized by the
hydrophobic core of the membrane bilayer. Finally, the
graphene sheet lays down on the surface of the membrane.
On the contrary, when the graphene sheet is docked in parallel
with the cell membrane as shown in Figure 4e−h, the
cholesterol molecules gathers toward the area covered by the
graphene sheet. The horizontal placement of graphene
increases the contact area between the graphene sheet and
the cell membrane which make it easy to absorb the cholesterol
molecules from the cell membrane. In this case, the graphene
sheet keeps its initial orientation and cannot enter the bilayer
either. The cross-section view of the horizontal placement of
graphene shown in Figure 4i indicates that the graphene stays
on the surface of cell membrane and is not able to penetrate
into the cell membrane. The parallel docked graphene sheet

does not perfectly act to extract the cholesterol molecules from
the cell membrane. Instead, it increases the cholesterol
concentration in the area around the graphene sheet. The
transition of the graphene sheet orientation is in a good
agreement with the phenomenon seen in graphene nanosheets
into cell membranes from other researchers’ work.32 The
docking orientation of the graphene sheet determines the
extraction eﬃciency of cholesterol molecules from the cell
membrane.
3.3. Quantitative Data on Cholesterol Extraction.
Centre of Mass. With the aim of extracting cholesterol
molecules from the cell membrane, the vertically docked
graphene sheet possesses a high potential as an independent
carrier to extract cholesterol from the cell membrane when
compared with the parallel docked graphene sheet. However, it
has been demonstrated that the direct contact with extremely
sharp edges of the graphene sheet can penetrate and cut
bacterial cell membranes.33 Therefore, a free vertically docked
graphene sheet is not suitable to extract the cholesterol
eﬃciently unless the position of graphene sheet is constrained;
otherwise, it may damage the cell membrane. One way to
model this in computer simulations is to restrict the motion of
a portion of the G beads on the edge of graphene sheet away
from the cell. The initial suspended distance from the
membrane surface is dependent on the angle bending
coeﬃcient. The angle bending coeﬃcient 30kBT keeps the
graphene sheet stretched in the plane; therefore, the initial
suspending distance from the cell membrane is within the range
0.5−2rc. Our unbiased simulations in Figure 5 clearly show that
the suspended graphene sheet can extract cholesterol molecules
from the cell membrane. Two distinguishable modes are
observed: (i) attaching mode and (ii) extraction mode. In the
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exposure of their hydrophobic tails to water evolves, the
subsequent increase of the CoM slows down. The strong
attraction between the graphene sheet and cholesterol
molecules largely depends on the graphene sheet’s unique 2D
structure which facilitates exceptionally strong dispersion
interactions between the graphene sheet and small molecules.17,34 Another way to show the robustness of cholesterol
extraction by graphene sheet is to artiﬁcially adjust the repulsive
force aij between graphene sheet and cholesterol molecules tail.
Following the same procedure, the extraction process under
diﬀerent aGCT is used. When a relatively low aGCT is used, the
interaction between the graphene sheet and cholesterol
molecules remains strong between cholesterol molecules and
lipid molecules. Therefore, a large portion of cholesterol
molecules can be continuously extracted from the membrane. It
should be noticed that the maximum repulsive force between
lipid tail and cholesterol tail can be set to be aGCT = 25. Thus,
for a relatively high aGCT close to this value, the cholesterol
molecules prefer to stay inside the cell membrane and fewer
cholesterol molecules can be extracted from the membrane.
Quantitatively speaking, the graphene sheet can extract
cholesterol molecules eﬃciently from the cell membrane
when aGCT is less than 25 between graphene sheet and
cholesterol molecules.
Interaction Energy. The physical interaction between the
graphene sheet and cholesterol molecules is also analyzed
during the whole extraction process. Figure 7 depicts the time

attaching mode, the graphene sheet with its initially unbiased
orientation undergoes a swing motion, back and forth, around
the ﬁxed edge. The other end of the graphene sheet eventually
attaches to the cell membrane due to the strong interaction
between cell membrane receptors and the graphene sheet. This
downward end of graphene is allowed to swing around the
surface of cell membrane during the entire simulation, and the
graphene sheet is incapable to penetrate into the cell membrane
due to the predeﬁned conﬁnement. In the extraction mode, the
randomly distributed cholesterol molecules start to vigorously
climb up to the graphene sheet surface. The density of
cholesterol molecules on the graphene sheet increases as
cholesterol molecules are extracted from the cell membrane and
climb up the graphene sheet. Our simulation also shows that
when the whole graphene sheet with extracted cholesterol
molecules in Figure 5g is pulled up, it detaches the cell
membrane without deteriorating the cell membrane structure.
The diﬀusivity of water perpendicular to the cell membrane
provides a useful way to test the porosity of the bilayers after
extraction process is ﬁnished. We solve the diﬀusion equation
for the mean-square displacement of water molecules in the zdirection. A least-squares ﬁt is used to ﬁt the MSD to a straight
line, and the Einstein relation can then be used to calculate the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient D = (1/2nt)⟨(ri(t) − ri(0))2⟩, where n is
the number of dimensions, t is time, and ri is the position of
water molecule i. The water diﬀusion coeﬃcient perpendicular
to the graphene sheet keeps almost unchanged with the value of
0.0141rc2/τ before and after the extraction process, indicating
that there is no signiﬁcant water penetration into the cell
membrane and during the simulation the membrane keeps its
integrity.
To better understand the whole extraction process, we
analyze the movement of the center of mass (CoM) of
cholesterol molecules on the surface of graphene sheet. Figure
6 shows the time evolution of the CoM of cholesterol

Figure 7. Time evolution of the interaction energy between the
graphene sheet and cholesterol molecules for the representative
trajectories shown in Figure 5.

evolution of the interaction energy proﬁle between the
graphene sheet and cholesterol molecules during the extraction
process. By varying the interaction aGCT between the graphene
sheet and cholesterol molecules from high to low values, the
initial energy drop describes a quick absorption of cholesterol
molecules on the graphene surface after the attaching mode.
The low-energy plateau corresponds to a slow accumulation of
cholesterol molecule on the graphene sheet surface. The
negative sign of the interaction energy indicates that the state
where the cholesterol molecules are absorbed on the graphene
sheet surface is preferable by comparison of the state where
cholesterol molecules are randomly distributed in the
membrane. Once the cholesterol molecules attach to the
graphene sheet, a complex and collective movement of
cholesterol molecules toward the graphene sheet surface is

Figure 6. Time evolution of the CoM of cholesterol along the zdirection toward the graphene sheet for the representative trajectories
shown in Figure 5.

molecules with a simulation model shown in Figure 5. The
initial nonzero CoM represents the instant attaching mode
between the graphene sheet and cell membrane. During the
extraction mode, the gradual increase in the CoM corresponds
to the substantial extraction of cholesterol molecules from the
membrane. As the number of cholesterol molecules in the
membrane decreases and the restraining eﬀect from the
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cholesterol molecules from a cell membrane. Through
investigating the self-assembly process of the cholesterol
molecules and the graphene sheet, we ﬁnd that the graphene
sheet has the capability to absorb the cholesterol molecules on
its surface. Our simulation also presents the optimal docking
orientation of a graphene sheet on cell membrane for the
maximum extraction eﬃciency. The vertical docking orientation
with a ﬁxed end is chosen as it can truly demonstrate the
extraction process and does not damage the cell membrane
structure. The cooperative movements of extracted cholesterol
molecules are also observed on the two-dimensional graphene
sheet surface due to the redistribution of hydrophobic tails to
maximize hydrophobic interaction with graphene sheet surface.
The extraction of cholesterol molecules from the cell
membrane can induce serious membrane curvature disruption
and thus probably reduce cell viability. Our ﬁndings allow the
assessment of graphene implication in reducing the health risk
associated with high cholesterol level.

attributed to the hydrophobic interactions between graphene
sheet and cholesterol tails. The energy proﬁle can further
support the evolution of the CoM of cholesterol molecules in
Figure 6. Because of the exceptionally large ﬂat surface of the
graphene sheet, the graphene sheet possesses in principle a
robust capability for extracting cholesterol molecules from the
cell membrane.
Cell Membrane Deformation. It should be noticed that
graphene can induce cytotoxicity to red blood cells.35 The
cholesterol extraction capability of the graphene sheet could
also introduce disturbance to the cell membrane. Many cell
processes ranging from vesicle traﬃcking to actin assembly
involve shape changes and are thus aﬀected by the intrinsic
deformability of the cell membrane.36 The disruptive extraction
of cholesterol molecules leads not only to a sparser lipid bilayer
but also to a deformation of the membrane due to strong
dragging forces from the graphene sheet, thus resulting in the
loss of cell membrane integrity. We characterize the membrane
integrity by calculating the local membrane curvature in the
ﬁnal extraction state based on the method developed by Yue et
al.37 The membrane surface is divided into 2rc × 2rc vertical
square prisms unit, and the lipids within each unit determine
the center of mass of that unit. The geometric surface
representing the membrane via least-squares ﬁtting is described
in the form of quantic polynomial, z(x,y) = ∑i+j≤5aijxiyj, where
aij are ﬁtted parameters, and the curvature kx and ky at point (x,
y) can be evaluated via
kx =

d2z
dx 2

3/2
⎡
⎛ dz ⎞ 2 ⎤
⎢1 + ⎜ ⎟ ⎥ ,
⎝ dx ⎠ ⎦
⎣

ky =

d2z
dx 2
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It can be noticed, from Figure 8, that the membrane curvature
decreases as the interaction between the graphene sheet and
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